The Dark Side Of The Moon
Limited Special Edition
MSRP $1999

- **NEW** 8.6" acrylic tonearm
- **NEW** Pre-adjusted Pick it PRO Special Edition
- **NEW** Prism plinth design made of 28m MDF
- **NEW** Dimable LED rainbow backlight
- **NEW** Speed switch follows the special design
- Precision belt drive with electronic speed control
- Semi-symmetrical phono cable included
- Gold plated RCA connectors
- 10mm heavy glass platter
- Precision aluminium sub platter
- Handmade in Europe

**Speed:** 33, 45 (manual belt change)
**Drive principle:** belt drive with electronic speed control
**Platter:** 10mm glass (felt mat incl.)
**Platter bearing:** stainless steel axle in brass bushing
**Wow & flutter:** 33: +/-0.16%; 45: +/-0.14%
**Speed drift:** 33: +/-0.40%; 45: +/-0.30%
**Signal to noise:** 68dB
**Tonearm:** 8.6" straight acrylic
**Effective arm length/mass:** 218.5 mm/6.0 g
**Overhang:** 18.5mm
**Included accessories:** 15V DC / 0.8A power supply, 7" single adapter
**Power consumption:** 4W / 0W standby
**Dimensions:** 19.5 x 5.3 x 16" (WxDxH)
**Weight:** 13.23 lbs net
It’s not all dark

Not only is the music of the album “The Dark Side Of The Moon” truly iconic, so is the artwork itself. It shows an enigmatic prism which reflects beams of light into space. A magical and mystical theme which illustrates the band’s complex sound world. For us, it was very clear: We need to create a turntable out of this artwork, which reproduces the dynamics and colour of the original album.

The result is an extraordinary turntable, which has never been seen before. We were able to keep the core aspects of the artwork design and combine it with high quality materials. The plinth is made of MDF which offers the perfect acoustic platform. The stainless steel axle of the heavy aluminium sub platter sits in a bronze bushing. The flat silicon belt makes the connection to the AC motor, which ensures stable speeds.

The low resonance tonearm is a completely new design and one of the key highlights of this turntable. Its combination of black aluminium parts and acrylic elements results in an absolute eye-catcher. The supplied Pick it PRO Special Edition is tuned to fit the whole concept and delivers the rich sound you would expect from The Dark Side Of The Moon turntable.

Paired with the LED backlit rainbow, the turntable looks even more impressive while listening to your favourite records in the dark.

Handmade with care in Europe!

Light up the dark
LED backlit rainbow with dimming function for listening sessions in the dark.

Special Tonearm
Unique 8.6-inch acrylic tonearm design with spring antiskating.

Solid drive
Heavy 10 mm glass platter combined with a solid aluminium sub platter.

Special Pick it
Pre-adjusted Pick it PRO in a special “The Dark Side Of The Moon” Edition.